Considerations

- CE sends two northern zones to Dublin – this makes more geographical sense, but there is room for them to stay at CE if needed. CE receives two zones from Keith
- Dublin receives two zones from Commerce and three from Keith.
- Glengary receives two zones from Loon Lake and two from Guest
- Guest receives four Maple zones and gives three to Glengary
- Hickory Woods receives three Maple zones
- Keith sends three zones to Dublin and receives 17 Twin Beach zones; K will likely require 5 sections with addition of Twin Beach zones
- Loon Lake sends two zones to Glengary, receives one zone from Wixom and two zones from Guest
- Meadowbrook receives two zones from Maple; keeps pre-school
- Oakley Park receives seven zones from Twin Beach and seven zones from Maple; 4th and 5th have little room for growth
- Pleasant Lake receives two zones from Maple
- Walled Lake remains unchanged
- Wixom sends one zone to Loon Lake to accommodate pre-school room

Keith is only building under stress – options to relieve are to move western sections to Commerce or northern sections to Dublin

Leaves room in nearly every grade in every school for growth

Pre-Schools are at Dublin, Meadowbrook, Wixom, and TBD

Leaves SOC where they are

Resets transfers, but there is room for growth in nearly all grades in nearly all buildings to accept them back

Leaves room available at Meadowbrook, Hickory Woods, and Walled Lake to service ESL population